
Special offer 

for partners of

the University

of Labour!

YOUR INFORMATION

Name, First Name:

Company/Organisation:

Position:

E-Mail:

I want to join the HRD Circle for one year without Fee:    YES              NO 

I agree that the HRD Circle contacts me via E-Mail:           YES              NO 

Founded in 2010 by leading European HR
Directors
Network of key experienced European HR
Directors, HR Managers and Professionals from
different industries and sectors
Goals: Sharing and reinforcing best practices,
anticipating trends, developing socially
responsible HR policies for Europe, influencing
the European agenda 
Annual conference in Lisbon/Portugal, Webinars
on HR trends twice a year, network meetings

THE CIRCLE

Attend two webinars per year on key HR issues
without webinar fee, next webinars on
Compensation policies and inflation (October
2022) and Recruiting trends (January 2023)
Become a member of a large network an gain
new insights
Attend the annual conference in Lisbon (May 11-
13, 2023 on the topic of Inequality) without any
conference fee (only accommodation/meals)
Show the world that you are committed to a
socially responsible HR policy and a supporter of
Europe

YOUR BENEFITS

FREE MEMBERSHIP FORM
 

Become a member of the HRD Circle for one year without fee! Benefit from exciting events and a sustainable network! 
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EUROPEAN HRD CIRCLE
VALUES | NETWORK | TRENDS | KNOWLEDGE

PLEASE SEND THE COMPLETED FORM VIA E-MAIL TO: contact@european-hrd-circle.org 
NOTE: Your membership is not renewed automatically. A termination on your part is not necessary.

mailto:contact@european-hrd-circle.org
Your text here (double-click)

Your text here (double-click)

Your text here (double-click)

Your text here (double-click)



 

MANIFESTO

Developing the human dimension of companies

We aim at maintaining, restoring and developing the human dimension within companies recognizing that what
makes a company unique is the way how humans work together and attractiveness is a must to be successful.
We believe that a good management of human resources is a key element for competitiveness.

Valuing European Social Models

We value European social models, want to contribute through cross-fertilization to the emergence of social
norms in Europe and believe that this is a key contribution to global governance.

Anticipating

We believe that the best way to deal with human questions – in particular for education and training – is to
anticipate issues and address them in a transparent manner.

Promoting social dialog

We promote social dialog as a way to innovate and to solve problems. Therefore, we respect unions and
employee representatives and value their contribution to the economy.

Welcoming youngsters

We want to endorse full responsibility to address the key issue of the entrance of youngsters into the labour
market.

Contributing to Welfare Policies

We want to contribute to the definition of new welfare policies in Europe as well as the emergence of new
regulations to ensure that financing is not the only aim.

Leveraging corporate Social Responsibility

We endorse the concept of CSR and recognize the key role of companies’ vis-à-vis the society and the rest of the
world as a place to learn “living together”.
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VISIT US: european-hrd-circle.org 

mailto:contact@european-hrd-circle.org



